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Globalisation of LNG – How will Europe 

accommodate diversified LNG sources?

· Tackling the challenges of quality and interoperability 

· Understanding the technical and commercial challenges 

· How could this impact the European LNG market?



Quality discussions date back to 2005, and 

even earlier (IUK:1998), so must be very 

important



…or isn’t it?



What is under discussion (not even Wobbe or 

variations)



Will the US LNG arrive: the answer is yes
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And that should not be a surprise as many LNG 

qualities already exist and arrive in Europe



What can be done

Technically limited feasible options available:

-commingle or separate (at terminal or pipeline)

-nitrogen injection to reduce Wobbe to grid specification (or 
propane enrichment if you want to increase)

Commercially protection: specs

-country by country specifics reflected in contracts and probably in 
place for a good reason

Harmonisation needed?

-if you assume a Spanish gas molecule can enter a Dutch storage 
then e.g. O2 is an issue. Do you add constraints in Spain impacting l
arge flows? Or relaxing a constraint that is probably also in place for 
some reason?

-or assume this is physically not going to happen or if it happens 
there is no real issue



An example: Netherlands

Maximum Wobbe in GTS grid: 55,7 MJ/Mm3  

-Market adapted after long discussions to 55,7 (was 54)

-Nitrogen injection (to lower from up to 57,2)

Minimum Wobbe: 49,9

-At very low flow, especially after unload, evaporated LNG 
(BOG)can be lean (Nitrogen evaporates preferentially). Blending 
pump to enrich BOG with a little LNG. 



Harmonisation would be nice



But the process creates a lot of uncertainty

Contracts versus reality of gas/LNG

New sources

Various US (some discussion around O2)

Yamal



Anyway many locations available in an 

integrated market
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Looking downstream

Fuel market (ships/trucks): 

Methane Number (differs from Methane %)

Variations

Sulphur

A lot of discussion but dust seems to have settled as the market evolves by 
giving information.

When Methane% is below 90% some customers start to voice concerns



Another discussion: Methane Number



Truck destinations across Europe 2015

*Note: Some trucks deliver at multiple locations15

Truck end markets



In conclusion

Gas quality discussions are a headache:

Some real legitimate concerns

But enormous paper issues: not easy to solve

Gas quality will not stop LNG entering into Europe or stop LNG from being 
used as a fuel


